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Beginning in 1994 and terminating July 21, 1995, Mrs.

Charlene Bartscn, Protective Investigations Supervisor

continually harassed me, treated me differently from other

employees in the unit, subjected me to reprisals whenever I

disagreed with her, and retaliated against me. The

following are examples of the discrimination which I was

subjected to by my supervisor.
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Performance appraisal - as a result of making

complaints or disagreeing with my supervisor, she gave me

an unsatisfactory appraisal.

1. o'

On Call2.
!

I was assigned more On Call weekends (Fri., Sat.,

Sun.) than my Co-workers, which was done for punitive

discipline and retaliation. On May 26, 1996, I was very

distraught over having to work On Call for the weekends and

felt this was unfair since I had worked On Call weekends the

previous month. Another CPI, Gloria Davenport felt sorry

for me and agreed to switch with me. When she informed Mrs.

Bartsch that we were switching (which we are allowed to do),

the supervisor made the comment, "why did you do that, I

wanted her to work".

a.

O
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The men in the unit worked less On Call weekendsb.
than the women.

.is

The white employees worked less On Call weekends, oc.

v17
On June 3, 1995 and June 4, 1995, she assigned me

On Call for the weekend. I told her I could not work because

I had to attend my child's baseball awards ceremony and

party that weekend. She ignored my request and assigned me

to work that Sunday and my child ended up attending the

party without me, and almost drowned in the pool since I was

not there to supervise him.
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Since 1994, whenever my supervisor wanted to

punish me, she v/ould assign me On Call weekends. Sometime
she was nice enough to let me chose the weekends. She would
say "Cindy which weekend you want to work?" If you review
the On Call schedule you will see a pattern. The only time

e.

r

I did not work a weekend was following a complaint to her
She would leave me a'lone for about a month buti i

supervisor,

then start again.

Mrs. Bartsch decreed that staff would not work
immediate cases if they were in court, at Child Protection
Team or involved with police taped interviews. During the
month of March 1994, I was at the police department involved
in a taped interview and she assigned me an immediate case.

3.

Employees in the unit were new to investigations and
some were new to the agency except Erwin Crawford and
myself. Mrs. Bartsch herself, had been with the agency as a
CPI for 2 years and prior to that she was a school teacher.
I had been employed with the agency for almost 5 years as an
investigator and had acted on and off as supervisor for a
long as 9 months in duration. Mrs. Bartsch would often
leave Erwin Crawford acting in her absence, until she
decided she wanted to terminate him, at which time she would
choose the male employees in the office. Mrs. Bartsch did
not choose me to act until this year, and that was after the
males that she usually chose had left her unit.(Note: During
her absence, the investigators and secretary would approach
me for advice and not the person she left in charge).

4.
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Mrs. Bartsch often asked me for my ideas which I
willingly shared with her. I attended a meeting at the
sheriff 1 s department that included members from the
community and other agencies. At the meeting I discovered
that Mrs. Bartsch had presented my ideas as her own, and she
could not answer certain questions, and I in turn responded.
As a result of my knowledge, I was asked to work on a
committee with some of the police officers and I accepted.
After the meeting, Mrs. Bartsch told me I could not be on
the committee because I had too much work to do.
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I also shared another idea with her, that we should educate
the schools on abuse/neglect. Mrs. Bartsch liked the idea
but took CPI Laura Leloup, ex-school teacher (white female)

with her to train the teachers and counselors. Mrs. Leloup

lacked experience, knowledge and was still on probation.

r

7. Mrs. Bartsch allowed other supervisors to be rude to

me. This was witnessed by Mrs. Lynn Peirson/OPA after I
complained to her. Mrs. Bartsch did not see where the
supervisor in question was rude. Mrs. Peirson agreed that
she was rude and Mrs. Bartsch did not support me. (Note:

punishment for complaining to the OPA was On Call weekend).

(

ty

Mrs. Bartsch was aware that co-workers were rude to me
I was also called "bitch",

8 . f\Jand used the term "nigger".
yelled and cursed at in her presence, and she took no action

r
i

i

against the employee who exited her office slamming the
door. (Note: she did take great satisfaction in smiling).
Mrs. Bartsch instructed me to socialize more with my co-

worker and discuss my personal problems with them such as;
problems I was having with my nephew who is in my custody.

I was told to update the FPSS narrative on the computer
I did not know that

Co-workers in the unit had cases

9.
1
.i on a case that was reassigned to me.

the case was not updated,

that the narrative were never updated and she said nothing.
When I complained to her supervisor about this disparity,
she denied she told me to do this.

a

I
10. Mrs. Bartsch supervisor had agreed that employees in
the unit could work a 4 day week. I chose this schedule
with Fri., Sat. and Sun. off. CPI Tom Baselice (white male)
complained and so Mrs. Bartsch stopped me from working this 0
schedule. In order to appease everyone, I worked 4 cases at

a time instead of 2. But even this didn't satisfy them, Tom
complained I was choosing cases. But after agreeing to this
schedule, Mrs. Bartsch realized that if I was off, she
couldn't schedule me to work On Call as punishment.
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11. I was a member of the EEOC committee and I resigned in
June 1995. During the time I was a member, co-workers, Tom
Baselice and Robert Sloan complained to the supervisor and
the OPA that they didn't want me to attend meetings because
I was needed to investigate cases. Mrs. Bartsch agreed and
I was forced to miss three (3) of the meetings.

v>

There was continual conflict between co-workers and12.
This conflict was promoted and encouraged by the

I was given an individual conference sheet
myself.
supervisor.
dated 2/15/95 where Mrs. Bartsch listed my strengths for
always being available to help people, hard worker,
organized, perfectionist, knowledgeable in investigation and /

legal. Mrs. Bartsch told me to stop helping my co-workers (_
and doing their work. I was given another individual
conference sheet dated 4/14/95 and Mrs. Bartsch listed as my
weakness "continue not allowing others to lean too much".
The point is, as long as I was helping my co-workers and
doing their work, I was a great person, when I stopped,

personality problems started to surface.

13. Mrs. Bartsch has discriminated against black clients
and often left them at risk.

CPI Elsa Alvarez and Mrs. Bartsch investigated a
report 94-012485, Feb. 8, 1994.
residing in deplorable conditions with crack addicts.
Bartsch advised Mrs. Alvarez not to remove,
children were doing good in school.
report on the family 3/13/94, 94-024036 after the mother
tested positive for cocaine,

was going to remove the children, She told me not to remove.
I found these children residing in a condemned home with
drug addicts, rats, snakes and no food in the home,
was another family in the home with a child and I made a
report on that child, and removed her as well,
stated the ceiling had fell on her head and she was afraid
of the snakes and drug addicts.

J a.
The children were found

Mrs.
She stated the

i .

I received another

I informed Mrs. Bartsch that I

There

This child1
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Mrs. Bartsch was upset that I had removed the children,
next day, she recanted and stated I must have misunderstood
her, she didn't tell me not to remove the children.

Thei

4

There was an incident where an immediate report came
in on a black child and the report was to go to CPI Tom
Baselice. The supervisor downgraded the report to 24 hours
and gave the report to CPI Gloria Davenport. The report
stated the child needed medical attention, so Mrs. Davenport
treated the report like it was an immediate and went out on
the case. Mrs. Davenport found the child bleeding in the
rectum and took the child to the hospital for treatment.
Mrs. Bartsch often tried not to give the white employees
undesirable work or difficult cases.

b.
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There was an incident July 95 when Mrs. Bartsch was
working On Call and she downgraded an immediate to keep from
having to go out herself. She gave the case to Mrs.
Davenport the next day. This report stated the mother
wanted to kill the child. She made no contact with this
black family to assess the safety of the child. The mother
admitted to Mrs. Davenport that she was depressed and wanted
to kill her child.
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14. Mrs. Bartsch is aware that I am a diabetic and often
informed me that this job was too stressful and I should
apply elsewhere. She often complained if I took sick leave
and often contacted me at home to call clients and handle
problems on a case. If I was sick and scheduled to be On
Call, she expected me to find a replacement.
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Mrs. Bartsch has given me 3 letters of counseling and a
Performance Improvement Plan (PIP) for the purpose of
harassment and retaliation.

15.

:

P. 1•>.

On December 19, 1994 after complaining to the OPA
that the supervisor had assigned me a case after she agreed
not to assign me anymore cases until January 1995, Mrs.
Bartsch wrote me up that same day after the OPA instructed
her to reassign the case. The Memo of Counseling was
subject: Workload and Stress.
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In paragraph 2, she made false, defamatory and derogative
statements.

i
<

In January 1995, I complained in writing both
to Jeff Carr/Personnel Manager and Mr. Dixon/Ast. DA that

J

the Memo was written out of harassment, reprisals and
L/

<5‘retaliation and requested the Memo be removed from my
Mr. Carr stated the Memo could not be

*
!

personnel file
removed but I could write a response which I did. !

h

tf

I didn't agree with Mr. Carr's response and requested a
meeting with Mr. Dixon. I provided proof that the
information contained in the Memo was erroneous. Mr. Dixon
assured me that he would get with Mrs. Bartsch and get back
to me. I also made known to Mr. Carr, Mr. Dixon and Mrs.
Peirson that because of the discrimination I wanted to

transfer out of the unit.

Bu

i
'

In May 95, there were 2 incidents of harassment
Mrs. Bartsch had requested that I shelter

b.
6-and retaliation.

I did not agree that JA should be
The case was staffed

a child identified as JA.
sheltered but did so as instructed. t:

L

Both agreedwith attorneys Roberta Kline and Eric Lipman.
there was not enough to shelter the child and to release the t

t-
A Protective Services counselor waschild from shelter.

assigned the case (white male) and he was advising Mrs.
Bartsch and Child Protection Team (CPT) of problems that I
did not see existed,

something was wrong with the counselor and he needed to
provide services to the family, and leave the investigation
to me. Mrs. Bartsch did not respect my opinion and was upset

I informed Mrs. Bartsch that I felt
k
i
*

!

t.because legal agreed with me
i

During this same time frame, a second incident occurred. I
was selected to represent Mr.
hearing. Two other members were selected from management.

George Juaristic at a grievous
!•

i

During a meeting with Mr. Jeff Carr, rules and procedures
were discussed

i
fAs an experienced investigator of 20 years,

Mr. Carr t--Or -
I am more than qualified to investigate all cases. i-

1

became upset with me at the meeting when I questioned him
about certain facts of the case. rHe put his hand in front

He stated there is a lot toof my face and told me to stop,
this case that you know nothing about and are not privy to.
Before exi.ting the meeting, he hugged me and stated he still
loved me.

k
teAt a laterAfter that I felt very uncomfortable.
t-
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date, Mr. Carr met with members of the committee without my .

being present.

H

The next work day, Mrs. Bartsch stated to me, that I should
quit the committee because there might be reprisals,

her that I could not quit.
employees to grieve decisions and chose representatives, why
did they create the committee.

I told
I stated if HRS did not want

b

be.
;

The following day, Mrs. Bartsch pulled my mileage and she
and Jeff Carr met at the Ocala office to review files and

l-!-the mileage. I had submitted mileage for $548 that covered
a 3 month's time frame. I attempted to contact Mr. Carr to
find out what was going on, and he refused to return my
phone calls. Mrs. Bartsch refused to answers questions and
asked if my sister (Deborah Underwood) did my mileage. For
the next 3 weeks, employees from Wildwood to Ocala whispered
and spoke among themselves that Cindy was being investigated
for falsifying her mileage, and her sister, was being
investigated for doing her mileage. I was placed under a
lot of mental stress which affected my concentration on
cases. I requested not to be assigned any more cases and be
placed on administrative leave. My request was not granted
and I was forced to work on cases and I could have placed

h

\

i...

;

. i.children at risk because I wasn't sure if my assessment of
the situation was correct.

“

l
My physical health was affected,

resulting in the loss of my hair and the onset of Irritable
bowel Syndrome which required medical treatment and test.

At the next grievance meeting (George Juaristic's
Grievance), I informed the committee that I felt that I was
the subject of retaliation but I would not let this
influence my decision and I would do the job I was asked to
do.

i

i

I.

*

After the completion of the grievance hearings my mileage
was returned
discuss it.

I met with Mrs. Peirson and Mrs. Bartsch to
At that time, it was disclosed that no

falsification was found, but personnel advised that
corrections be made, mileage be resubmitted and no further
action would be taken on this matter.
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At the meeting I advised Mrs. Peirson that I had not been
trained in how to complete my mileage.
District 13 did their mileage different from District 11..
In District 11, Map miles were not used, and you could claim
miles from home when you went on a case from home.

i
1
*

I advised her thati

::i

Mrs. Bartsch stated that I could not use miles from home
unless I was working On Call, (this was never told to me,
and in speaking to others investigators in the unit, they
were not aware of this either). There was indication in my
haste to submit my mileage in order to get the check back
prior to my vacation in June, that I had not subtracted the
map miles from the vicinity miles. Mrs. Bartsch had
traveled to each of the same locations and recorded
different miles than myself. I was forced to change my
mileage to reflect the miles she traveled. I did not agree
with this decision because we each have no way of knowing
the direction of travel each person took. There are several
directions of travel in any given area of Marion County. I
was told that I could not claim the miles I traveled trying
to find the location and was lost. I am curious to know if
Fiscal paid Mrs. Bartsch mileage to re-travel my miles. At
the meeting the supervisor also informed me that she would
not allow me to act as supervisor for her in her absence May
26, 1995.
other unit would cover her unit.

to
*i *

b

;
'L

i

h-

She stated Gerard King, the supervisor of the
She stated she could not

*

L

trust me but that I should tell my co-workers that I didn't
want to act

!

It was also brought up that because of her
I had finally had it,

longer work in this type of environment
point out that no other employee 1 s mileage was audited,

mileage was not higher than any other employee * s mileage
when totaled in comparison for the year.

continued harassment, and could no

I would like to
:

i
My

tShe stated if anyone called her for a job reference she
would refer them to Mrs. Peirson or Mr. King for a

I applied for 2 positions in District 3,
supervisor and investigator. I was not considered for
either. Investigators were hired with less qualification. I
finally accepted a position in Lake County, same district in
order to get away from Mrs. Bartsch).

reference. (Note

:
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On May 24, 1995, I resubmitted the mileage to Mrs. Bartsch
with her instructed changes. The end result was a change
from $548 to $502. She reviewed the mileage and informed me
the changes were cornet. On May 26, 1995, the secretaries,
Jennie and Donna returned the mileage and stated it was
incorrect and had me make further changes. Mrs. Bartsch was
on vacation and Mrs. Peirson signed the mileage.

*

i

-

: The secretary took the mileage to Fiscal and at that time my
mileage was pulled by Mr. Paul Abisso who stated someone
wanted to review my mileage.

:
(

k;

k
f

On June 1, 1995, Mr. John Graham, Orlando Sanchez, and Paul
Abisso questioned my sister about doing my mileage and
stealing a test. My sister denied the allegations and on
June 2, 1995, they fired my sister although she had
performed her job satisfactorily and there was no evidence
to support the false allegations made against her.

f
;

!•

On June.8th, I submitted mileage for 1 month. The secretary
(Jennie) told me that my mileage was wrong and I was
cheating myself on map miles. I didn't want my supervisor
to accuse me of falsification again so I asked her how she
wanted it completed. She stated the opposite from the
secretary and yelled at the secretary "Just do it".

k

;

h
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After I left the unit, I reviewed my mileage and discovered
that my mileage for the time period Dec. 94 to Mar. 95 was
changed. The handwriting is not mine and it was typed by the
secretary,
again.
the figures, this is done by the secretary as well.

i.

i.

i.

!
S-

Once we submit the work sheet we do not see it
We do not addWe are given the typed sheet to sign.

t

I
iIn July 95, after returning from my vacation, Mrs.c.

Bartsch instructed me to remove the child JA again for the
2nd time. The protective services counselor felt the child
was at risk in the home.

k
i

I again told Mrs. Bartsch that I
L

felt something was wrong with this counselor and that he was
not all there.

f-
k

They had called a staffing behind my back
while I was on vacation and the decision was made to remove

s

The child wasthis child,
placed in shelter and I typed the Shelter Petition.

based on the counselor ’s input.
f
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j I alleged the allegations that she and the counselor

I advised her that she or the counselor
She informed me that I

I told her that I

f
wanted alleged.
needed to sign the Shelter Petition,
was the investigator and I had to sign,

had no knowledge of the facts and as stated on the petition,
I have to swear that I have knowledge of the facts.

I

?:
M
bI could

not swear to something that I did not know to be true. Mrs.
Bartsch got upset with me and a meeting was held to staff
this case with the PS Counselor, supervisor, John
Traphopner/senior attorney and a member of CPT and myself.
Mr. Traphopner agreed that there was not enough to shelter
this child; she was not at risk; and to release the child
from shelter.

M

f'

f.

h

i-

h
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Mrs. Bartsch was not satisfied with this decision.
i-

s

After I left the unit, I learned that during the month of
August, it was discovered that this same counselor who Mrs.
Bartsch felt was more credible than me, has been under the
care of a psychiatrist for the last 2 years for mental
problems. The psychiatrist felt that he should not have
been working with children. After receiving this
information, this counselor was terminated by the agency.

t.

fc

On July 21, 1995, my last day of employment in Marion
County, Mrs. Bartsch handed me 2 Memorandum of counseling
and Performance Improvement Plan (PIP) as I was leaving.
She stated that Mr. Don Dixon told her to give me these
Memos. She stated Mr. Dixon told her that the Memorandum
from December 19, 1994 could not be removed, but could be
sealed. He told her to rewrite the Memo. Mrs. Bartsch left

d.
E

k

k

t.

Ithe same date of December 19, 1995, and renamed the Memo to
iJob Performance She did not correct paragraph 2 that

contained the false, derogatory and defamatory statement.
(Note: I received a copy of a Memo sent to Mrs. Bartsch on
August 10, 1995, from Mrs. Roberta Kline, attorney where she
refuted paragraph 2 and requested that Mrs. Bartsch include
her Memo in my personnel file).

;

f-
t

f
fMrs. Bartsch also gave me a Memo of Counseling on my mileage

with a 60 day improvement plan to be followed up by my new
supervisor in Lake County. i
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Mr. King, who had been given an award the prior month for

outstanding work complained to George Juaristic, then CPIS
for unit 035 in Ocala. Mr. Juaristic met with then acting
OPA, Susan Gregory ahcl his performance appraisal was changed
to achieves. Subsequent to this negative encounter, Mr. King
was granted a transfer to CPIS Juaristic's unit. He has
since become the supervisor of that unit.

i
4

s

I resigned my position as a member of the EEO
I felt I could not be a member of an

organization that allowed discrimination and did nothing.

In June 95,
Committee.

e
t

k
!:

JiI was an active member of EEO in the state of Virginia and
complaints were not investigated the same as they are in
this district.

L;

Investigations were impartial and not 1
sided in order to favor management.

» :

V
I
L;

In my opinion, Mr. Carr should not be Chairman of the EEO.
He is the personnel manager and plays a vital part in
personnel decisions. It is a conflict for him to occupy
both of these positions. Furthermore, employees are
intimidated and afraid of reprisals if they disagree with
him.

i-
)

i.
i:
\

i

i.
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t
tI am requesting that my complaint be handled by Tallahassee

and not in District 13. *

;

f-I am requesting that these Memorandums and PIP be removed
from my files.

I am requesting that Mrs. Bartsch be reprimanded and
reassigned. If she remains a supervisor, she will continue
to use her position of power over her subordinates.

k.

t.
t

I am requesting compensation for punitive, mental and
physical damages, pain and suffering, defamation of
character and travel distance of more than 420 miles a week
to my new place of employment t

t-

I am not new at the game of fighting discrimination. I
closed down a restaurant in the state of Virginia while
working as an undercover investigator. I was featured on
national television including "60 Minutes".
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I reminded her that I was told at the meeting May 23, 1995,
that after corrections were made, no further action would be
taken on this matter. I asked her why she would giving me a
reprimand 2 months later. She stated she didn't want to
upset me and wanted tib wait until I was leaving her unit. I
spoke with Mrs. Peirson and reminded her that at the meeting
on May 23rd, she stated to make corrections and so further
action would be taken. She stated personnel wanted this. I
asked her why did it take 2 months. She stated she agreed,
that Mrs. Bartsch could have given this to me sooner.

i

i
1
i

i i

ii
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The Memo implied that the next occurrence would result in
disciplinary actions of falsification, willful and
unintentional violations of rules and regulations,
requested an improvement date of September 19, 1995,
instructing me to submit my mileage monthly and accurately.

t-The PIP
1 P

&

ip!There are several employees in the agency including
administration who do not submit their mileage to Fiscal
monthly, some as long as 6 months duration's. There are
several employees who make mathematical errors and these
employees are not given a reprimand and accuse of
falsification. The agency has no set standards for
completing mileage. I have reviewed mileage for other
employees and there is no consistency. In addition, Fiscal
accepts the mileage. Why am I being asked to do other than
my co-workers?.
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It was Mrs. Bartsch intention to terminate me. She didn 1 t L-L
start out checking the miles I traveled, but contacted all

Lthe clients on the reports that I investigated to ascertain
if I was at their home

i
i

Every client stated yes except one
(1) out of almost 60 cases investigated during that three
(3) months timeframe.

t
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Mrs. Bartsch chose to believe this
\I was able to describe the house, garage

and car owned by the client. Mrs. Bartsch in turn accused
client and not me

i

!:
me of just driving by the house,
would have had to do this

I don't know what motive I
Why did I choose not to

The client in

*

investigate 1 report and lie about it?
question resided in a nice neighborhood, and the report
appeared to be bogus. In addition, this client lived near
my home and the investigation was accessible. I had no
reason not to investigate. This report was not a difficult
report.
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The client told Mrs. Bartsch that she waited for me all
weekend, and I never showed.

;

Bartsch has reviewed co-workers mileage and allowed
I was not afforded

the same opportunity as other employees in the unit.

Mrs.
them to correct mistakes she has found.

i

I

I would like to know what justification is there for the
supervisor to be allowed to reprimand me for mathematical
errors, inconsistent changes that either I or fellow co-
workers are not aware of. (Note: She stated in the Memo
that I could claim mileage from home and not be On Call, yet
at the meeting she told me I could not) In addition, how am
I to be held accountable for changes the secretaries made
that I was not aware of. The secretaries and Mrs. Bartsch
do not agree in procedure. I would suggest that before
anyone is reprimanded, everyone needs to be trained in how
to complete their mileage. There can not be a set of rules
solely for me.
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In conclusion, Mrs. Bartsch has clearly showed up to the
last day of my departure her continuing harassment,
retaliation and reprisals against me.
unaware that I came back into the building, and I overheard
her on the phone stating "1 down, 1 to go, once I get rid of
Erwin, I'll be satisfied".
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t
Mrs. Bartsch was

f

l
I have also learned that Mr. Carr keeps a separate file
called the History file on certain employees. This is
disparity, if there are no History files maintained on all
employees. If a History file exist on me, I would like the
file destroyed.
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For the past year I have exalted all efforts to rectify the
problems with Mrs. Bartsch and stop her from discriminating
against me. Mrs. Bartsch 1 s supervisor, personnel and
administration were aware of this and did nothing. They are
also aware that she often uses'retaliation to get back at
employees. She did the same with Gerard King. Mr. King was
very outspoken, and I often spoke out in his defense. She
retaliated by giving him a below rating on his Performance
Appraisal prior to his probationary period, with the
intention of terminating him.
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I have met withI thought discrimination was behind me.
administration and management for the last year to rectify
this problem and nothing has been done,

waiting and intend t <5 take my case to the highest level to
I am tired of

4

resolve this matter.
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